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Search and Viewing Functions 

 

View Specific Rulemaking Proceeding 

User Stories 

 As an agency user or authorized reviewer, I wish to view a particular rulemaking 

proceeding record either by searching for a particular Revisor ID or by selecting a 

rulemaking proceeding record from another view's result set so that I can easily 

navigate to the particular rulemaking proceeding for review purposes or to update 

information, within my allowable permissions. (U017) 

o The user will be able to view history for a particular rulemaking proceeding 

record, such as all previous rulemaking proceeding versions or maintained 

rulemaking record item history. (U017/R001). 

 As a public user, I wish to view a particular rulemaking proceeding record either by 

searching for a particular Revisor ID or by selecting a rulemaking proceeding record from 

another view's result set so that I can easily navigate to the particular rulemaking 

proceeding to review of publicly accessible information not requiring authentication or 

authorization. (U017) 

Notes: 

  

 

Core Processes: All. Use Cases/Requirements: U017. 

 

Search for Records or Topics or Keywords/Tags 

User Stories 

 As a MARSS user, I wish to be able to search rulemaking proceeding records using 

powerful search methods which include a variety of search parameters and filters, 

including topics and keyword/tabs and Revisor ID, so that I may flexibly view and 

research rulemaking information.  (U015) 

o More than one search parameter might be chosen at one time, further filtering 

the results. (U015) 

o The user will be able to conduct faceted searches (i.e. searching within a specific 

result set) for a topic or keyword or more than one topic or keyword or an intact 

phrase. (U019/R002) 
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o A user will be able to input search terms or phrases that will be combined with 

other search criteria that are matched to metadata for rulemaking proceedings, 

rulemaking events, rulemaking record items, and/or documents. (U015/R001) 

o The user will be able to view a result set from a query and be able to step 

through any keywords/tags selected. (U016) 

 Upon submitting keyword search criteria, the result set will be 

aggregated up to a list of rulemaking proceedings where the terms or 

phrases have matched for any of the levels, but the user will also be 

presented with a navigatable series of highlighted results within the 

documents that they can step through. (U016/R001) 

o A user will be able to select sort by and group by parameters for a result set, 

and change these parameters. (U016/R003) 

Notes: 

 

Core Processes: All. Use Cases/Requirements: U015, U016, U019. 

 

View a Rulemaking Information & Reports 

User Stories 

 As an agency user or authorized reviewer, I wish to be able to view rulemaking 

proceeding information via a number of prepared queries and canned reports as 

well as via my ability to customize queries and reports and to apply search criteria, 

so that I may flexibly have access to rulemaking information in various forms for 

various purposes within my allowable permissions. (U013/R001, U013, U016) 

o The user will be able to download or export reports/queries in a variety of 

printer-friendly formats. (U013/R002) 

o The system will support the export of information into specific formats 

which include Excel, PDF, Word, and CSV. (U013/R003) 

 As a public user, I wish to be able to view rulemaking proceeding information via a 

number of prepared queries and canned reports as well as via my ability to 

customize queries and reports and to apply search criteria, so that I may flexibly 

have access to publicly accessible rulemaking information in various forms for 

various purposes. (U013/R001, U013, U016) 

Notes: 

  

Core Processes: All. Use Cases/Requirements: U013, U016. 

 

View My Saved Rulemaking Info 
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User Stories 

 As a MARSS user, I wish to be able to save and return to a dynamic view of rulemaking 

proceeding records of personal interest through an interaction with various filters 

where I can then saving the desired query results so that I don’t need to recreate the 

query’s filters each time I view it. (U018) 

o A logged in user will be able to name and save the query behind a desired 

result set of rulemaking proceeding records in order to run the query and 

obtain dynamic results at a later time. (U018/R001) 

o If the user attempts to save the query behind a desired result set of 

rulemaking proceeding records and is not logged in, the user will be 

prompted to input his or her credentials to save the query without having to 

re-specify and rerun the displayed query in focus. (U018/R002) 

Notes: 

  

Core Processes: All. Use Cases/Requirements: U018. 

 

Configure and View Personal Dashboard 

User Stories 

 As an agency user or authorized reviewer, I wish to access my personal dashboard 

with tasks and information, based on my configuration of preferences as known 

through logging in with my credentials, so that my rulemaking work is efficient and 

targeted and so that the information I am following through saved queries and 

reports is pertinent and custom to my needs. (U000/R009) 

 As a public user, I wish to access my personal dashboard based on my previous 

configuration of preferences known through my logging in with my credentials, so 

that the displayed information I am following through saved queries and reports is 

pertinent and custom to my needs. (U000/R009) 

 As an agency user or authorized reviewer, I wish to access my personal dashboard 

with tasks and information, based on my configuration of preferences as known 

through logging in with my credentials, so that my rulemaking work is efficient and 

targeted and so that the information I am following through saved queries and 

reports is pertinent and custom to my needs. (U000/R009) 

 As a public user, I wish to access my personal dashboard based on my previous 

configuration of preferences known through my logging in with my credentials, so 

that the displayed information I am following through saved queries and reports is 

pertinent and custom to my needs. (U000/R009) 

Notes: 
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Core Processes: All. Use Cases/Requirements: U000. 


